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Between Burlington, VT and the Quebec border, the Champlain Thrust (CT) 
juxtaposed massive dolostones of the Cambrian Dunham Fm (hanging wall) with 
calcareous shales of the Ordovician Iberville Fm (foot wall), during the Ordovician 
Taconian Orogeny. After this orogeny, the CT was deformed by open folds of 
possible Devonian (Acadian) age.  In southern Quebec, the CT maps continuously 
into the Rosenberg Thrust/ Logan’s Line. South of Burlington, the CT cuts up 
section into red quartzites of the Cambrian Monkton Fm via a presumed lateral 
ramp, and continues into New York. Published estimates of displacement along the 
CT range from 60-100 km.  

Although the CT has been studied previously at Lone Rock Point, the 
multiple generations of ductile and brittle structure in shales of the footwall have 
never been systematically defined. We present the following relative chronology of 
structures:     

1) Formation of bedding planes (S0), characterized by thin layers of carbonate 
within black shale. 

2) Formation of rootless isoclinal folds (F1) of brittle carbonate layers and the 
development of an spaced pressure solution cleavage (S1) that parallels the axial 
planes of the folds.   

3) The S1 cleavage is deformed into asymmetric S-C shear bands that merge into 
parallelism with, and are cut by intraformational thrusts.  The thrusts form oblate, 
eye-shaped structures that are stacked on top of one another forming thrust 
duplexes.  A second cleavage (S2) defines a part of the S-C fabric and is intensified 
in thrust zones.  Calcite slickenlines on fault surfaces plunge to the SE and NW 
and slip directions fan up to 40 degrees with respect  to one another in different 
thrust horses  

4) Formation of sets of upright, north (F3) and east-striking (F4) folds of S2 warping 
the CT.   

5) Formation of conjugate sets of normal faults that record top-down-to-the–north 
and -south kinematics.   

6) Formation of the steeply-dipping fracture sets (N-S and E-W striking) that cut 
across competent lithologies.  

Preliminary interpretations suggest that simple and pure shear components 
of deformation in the foot wall are partitioned into thrusts and SE-plunging 
isoclinal folds, respectively. Ongoing research seeks to correlate footwall 
structures with those in the hanging wall. We will also seek additional CT sites 
along-strike to test our relative chronology.  

Abstract Figure 1- Tectonic Context of Lone Rock Point

Modified from Ratcliffe et al. (2011)
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Figure 2- The Champlain Thrust in NW Vermont

Modified from Ratcliffe et al. (2011)

Figure 4- Lone Rock Point Field Station Map

Thrust-bound eye packages outlined with orange tape.

Figure 3- Lone Rock Point Field Area from Lake Champlain

Champlain Thrust

Figure 9 - Horse Duplexes at Site 4

Detailed Example of Moderate Strain in Foot WallRepresentative Stages of Strain Gradient in Foot Wall 
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Figure 5 - Components of the Champlain Thrust Shown With Field Sites
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Late Brittle Hanging Wall Structures
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Figure 11 - Hanging Wall Fractures at Site 1
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Vertical pro�le of Dunham Dolostone in the hanging wall showing key fracture sets.

Observations
• No ductile structures present
• Half a meter to a meter of spacing 
 between fractures
• Major fracture sets are sub-vertical 
 and �at

Figure 12 - Foot Wall Fractures

Photo taken near site 4. Fractures in the foot wall striking 225 SW.
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Observations
• Ductile and brittle structures present
• Fracture spacing around 3 cm
• Major fracture sets nearly parallel to the 
 outcrop surface
• Fractures are less steeply-dipping than in 
 the hanging wall, but no shallow fractures
 are present

Late Brittle Foot Wall Structures
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Figure 10a - North South Cross Section of Horse Duplexes

The diagram above shows detailed measurements of the height and width of the horse thrusts as observed from �gure 9.  
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Figure 10b - East West Cross Section of Horse Duplexes
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West of the in�ection point has been projected to show what the horse thrusts would look like from a plane that is parallel to the slickenlines.

This stereonet shows that s1 cleavage is deformed into S-shaped 
structures that results in a spreading out of the data along a NW SE girdle. 
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This thrust fault data also shows a spread along a north-south girdle which can 
be explained by the eye shaped thrust horses observed in the foot wall.
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Figure 7 - Moderate Strain Represented by Site 3

Moderate Strain is Characterized By
• Incipient development of s2 cleavage associated 
 with thrust faults
• Deformation of s1 cleavage by f2 folds
• Bedding (s0) is present but cryptic and fragmented
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Site 3 shows folding of s1 pressure solution cleavage and closely spaced s2 fault cleavage.

Figure 6 - Lowest Strain Represented By Site 5
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Site 5 shows isoclinal recumbant folds of dolomitic layers (s0) with axial planar, spaced pressure solution cleavage (s1).

Low Strain is Characterized By
• s1 and f1 are dominant 
• Folded s0 dolomitic layers
• s1 is axial planar to f1 folds
• No s2 cleavage or f2 folds present
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• Diagram represents combination of �gure 10

• Outcrop surface sides of diagram are from �gure 10a

• Projected surface is 90 degrees from the outcrop surface
 at the in�ection point identi�ed in both �gure 10a and 10b

• Diagram shows horse thrust movement and direction

Relative Sequence of Foot Wall Structures

• s0 bedding shale with thin carbonate layers

• f1 folds and s1 cleavage form, s1 pressure solution 
 cleavage parallels f1 axial plane

• horse thrusts form as part of a S-C fabric from the 
 s1 cleavage, and s2 cleavage forms within the thrust zones

• f3 and f4 folds form that warp the Champlain Thrust

• formation of fractures

Jon Kim scaling the outcrop for 
measurements near site 5
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Figure 8 - Highest Strain Represented By Site 2
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Site 2 shows dominant presence of s2 cleavage and rootless isoclinal f2  folds.

High Strain is Characterized By
• s2 cleavage is dominant and axial planar 
 to rootless f2 folds
• s2 cleavage is o�set by normal faults
• s1 cleavage is present but cryptic and fragmented
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